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Abstract
This paper presents a novel unsupervised multi-source domain adaptation approach,
named as Coupled Local-Global Adaptation (CLGA). At the global level, in order to
maximize the adaptation ability, CLGA regards multiple domains as a unity, and jointly
mitigates the gaps of both marginal and conditional distributions between source and
target dataset. At the local level, with the intention of maximizing the discriminative
ability, CLGA investigates the relationship among distinctive domains, and exploits
both class and domain manifold structures embedded in data samples. We formulate
both local and global adaptation in a concise optimization problem, and further derive
an analytic solution for the objective function. Extensive evaluations verify that CLGA
performs better than several existing methods not only in multi-source adaptation tasks
but also in single source scenarios.
Keywords: Domain adaptation, subspace learning, transfer learning
1. Introduction
One of the common anxieties among researchers and engineers at the age of big data is
that quality labeled samples are quite scarce and, consequently, expensive. Therefore,
both brilliant and indolent scientists are eagerly exploring ways to automatically learn
labels for novel domains from some related ones where data have been labeled for5
previous jobs. However, the data distributions are often mismatched between different
1Jingjing Li (lijin117@yeah.net) and Ke Lu (kel@uestc.edu.cn) are the corresponding authors.
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domains, which causes significant performance degradation when the classifiers trained
on source domain are applied to the target domain [1, 2].
Recently, the community has witnessed an increasing interest in developing trans-
fer learning [3] algorithms for handling cross-domain problems. As a practical branch10
of transfer learning, domain adaptation [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] has been regarded as a promis-
ing technology to learn cross-domain transforms. Yet, existing domain adaptation ap-
proaches either assume that source data are from single domain [10, 11, 12], or ignore
the multiple manifold structures embedded in different domains [13, 14, 15, 16, 17].
However, in real-world applications, people often collect and organize data according15
to semantic meanings, e.g., person name for face images and action name for motion
videos. Although this ad hoc practice is reasonable and easy to be implemented, there
is one pitfall that a dataset is often a mixture of multiple distinctive domains. For ex-
ample, if we collect images of Albert Einstein on the web, we can find photographs
with different poses/illuminations/ages, as well as caricatures and even photo sketches.20
As a result, roughly treating those datasets as a single domain would eliminate the
distinctions and, consequently, undermine the distinctive ability of the learned model.
Furthermore, although some previous work [14, 15] have exploited how to discover
latent domains, how to effectively utilize both the class information and domain infor-
mation in a unified framework to boost the adaptation remains to be a vital concern for25
multi-source transfer learning.
The discussed two concerns in multi-source domain adaptation, discovering latent
domains and adapting domain knowledges, are related within a complete system, but
they can be addressed independently [2]. Literatures specialized in the first problem
can be found in [14, 15]. Limited by space, this paper focuses on the second issue.30
Specifically, we propose a novel approach, named as Coupled Local-Global Adaptation
(CLGA), by jointly maximizing the global adaptation ability and the local discrimina-
tive ability.
This work is motivated by two key insights of multi-source domain adaptation, as
illustrated in Fig. 1. The first insight is to maximize global adaptation ability between35
source and target dataset. No matter how many latent domains are mixed in a dataset,
they all have one very single mission: serving as source (or target) dataset at a time.
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Figure 1: Illustration of our approach (better viewed in color). 1© and 2© show our idea from the view of
global adaptation. Although there are multiple domains in each dataset, different domains have identical
mission: serving as source dataset or target dataset. Therefore, we treat them as a unity to globally mitigate
gaps of both marginal and conditional distributions. 3© and 4© show our idea from the view of local adap-
tation. Since multi-domain data are embedded in both class and domain manifolds, we encourage samples
in the same class but from different domains to stay close, and also penalize samples in different classes but
from the same domain distant from each other.
Therefore, from a global perspective, source domains are still in a unity, so are target
domains. To avoid compromising this kind of data integrity, CLGA globally miti-
gates the gaps of both marginal and conditional distributions between source dataset40
and target dataset. Another insight is to maximize local discriminative ability among
distinctive domains. Since multi-domain data are embedded in both class and domain
manifolds, the distance between two samples in different classes but from the same do-
main can be shorter than the distance between two samples in the same class but from
different domains, e.g., the Euclidean distance between two sketches of different faces45
can be much shorter than the distance between one sketch and its matching photo.
To address this, CLGA pays close attention to the local relationship among multiple
distinctive domains and classes. Specifically, during the cross-domain transformation,
CLGA encourages samples in the same class but from different domains to stay close,
3
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while penalizes samples in different classes but from the same domain distant from50
each other.
Technically, we extend the nonparametric Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD)
[18, 6] to globally adapt both the marginal and conditional distributions. We also pro-
pose a novel graph structure under the framework of graph embedding [19] to locally
adapt the multi-manifold structure. We formulate both local and global adaptation into55
a concise optimization problem, and optimize local-global adaptation via a principled
dimensionality reduction procedure. The main contributions of this paper are summa-
rized as follows:
1) A unified objective of coupled local-global adaptation is proposed for unsupervised
multi-source transfer learning. It achieves good performance on several standard60
benchmarks with significant improvements compared with baselines. To the best
of our knowledge, this work is the first one that considers both the adaptation abil-
ity from a global transfer view and the discriminative ability from a local multi-
manifold perspective.
2) CLGA is formulated with good generalization ability. It is compliant to semi-65
supervised settings and single domain adaptation tasks, and it outperforms several
existing methods in single source scenarios as well.
In the rest of this paper, we first review some related work reported in recent liter-
atures, and highlight the differences of our work from them. Then, we detail our work
from formulation to optimization, followed by the experiments in both multi-source70
and single source domain adaptation tasks are presented to verify the effectiveness of
our method. At last, we conclude our work and exploit possible improvements of our
model, which can be done in the future work.
2. Related Work and Discussions
According to the mechanism of different methods, existing domain adaptation al-75
gorithms can be roughly categorized into two groups: feature selection and instance
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re-weighting. Specifically, feature selection methods [4, 11, 12, 7] aim to learn a la-
tent space where common features shared by source domain and target domain can be
uncovered. Whilst instance re-weighting approaches [10, 5, 20] usually try to train a
weight sensitive classifier on the source domain, e.g., multiple-kernel SVM, which can80
be used in the target domain, or use landmarks [21] to re-weight samples. Some previ-
ous work [11] also try to exploit benefits from both sides by jointly optimizing feature
selection and instance re-weighting. However, most of previous algorithms, in both
groups, assume that there is only one domain in either source dataset or target dataset.
Hoffman et al. [14] and Gong et al. [15] notice that latent domain information is ben-85
eficial to adaptation performance in multi-source tasks. Xiong et al. [22] verify that
exploiting manifold structure of latent domains can further modeling the dataset. Li et
al. [23, 24, 25] investigate the manifold structures under subspace learning. For multi-
source domain adaptation, another possible solution is to learn multiple cross-domain
transforms, one for each source-target pair [26]. However, it requires prior target class90
information for training and domain information to choose which transform should be
used in the testing stage.
In general, almost all of the previous approaches only focus on one property of
the data: global adaptation ability. It is ignored that multi-domain data are embed-
ding on both class and domain manifolds. To the best of our knowledge, this work95
is the first one that considers both the adaptation ability from a global transfer view
and the discriminative ability from a local multi-manifold perspective. Furthermore,
we formulate the coupled local-global adaptation problem into a concise objective, and
present an analytical solution. It is worth noting that although previous work [27] pro-
pose a graph-regularized domain adaptation model, it does not take the multi-domain100
discrimination into consideration.
3. Coupled Local-Global Adaptation
3.1. Notations
In this paper, we use bold lowercase letters to represent vectors, bold uppercase
letters to represent matrices, specifically, I represents the identity matrix. A sample is105
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Table 1: Notations and corresponding descriptions, where n (n = ns + nt), m and d denote the number of
samples, dimensionality of original space and subspace, respectively.
Notation Description Notation Description
Xs ∈ Rm∗ns , ys source samples/labels X ∈ Rm∗n Xs and Xt
Xt ∈ Rm∗nt , yt target samples/labels L ∈ Rn∗n graph Laplacian
M ∈ Rn∗n MMD matrix P ∈ Rm∗d projection matrix
C,D # class, domians λ, β penalty paras
denoted as a vector, e.g., x, and the i-th sample in a set is represented by the symbol
xi. For a matrix M, its Frobenius norm is defined as ‖M‖F =
√∑
i δi(M)
2
, where
δi(M) is the i-th singular value of the matrix M. The trace of matrix M is represented
by the expression tr(M). For clarity, we also show the frequently used notations in
Table 1.110
3.2. Problem Definition
Definition 1 A domain consists of two parts: feature space X and its probability
distribution P (X), where X ∈ X . Given a domain, a task T is composed of a label set
Y and a classifier f(x), i.e., T = {Y, f(x)}.
We use subscripts s and t to indicate source and target, respectively. This paper115
focuses on the following problem:
Problem 1 Given a labeled source dataset Ds and an unlabeled target dataset Dt,
where both Ds and Dt may contain multiple latent domains. Ds 6= Dt, Ys = Yt,
P (Xs) 6= P (Xt) and P (ys|Xs) 6= P (yt|Xt), learn a space spanned by P in which
both the class and domain manifold structures are investigated, and both the marginal120
and conditional mismatches of data distribution are minimized.
3.3. Problem Formulation
Given a sample set X = [Xs; Xt], we use superscripts c and d to indicate the class
information and domain information, respectively, the samples are from C classes, i.e.,
X = X(c1) ∪X(c2) ∪ · · · ∪X(cC), and samples in the same class are from D domains,125
i.e., X(c1) = X(c1,d1) ∪X(c1,d2) ∪ · · · ∪X(c1,dD). As we stated in the introduction,
CLGA performs domain adaptation from both global and local level. At the global
6
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level, CLGA mitigates both the marginal and conditional distributions between the
source domain and the target domain. At the local level, CLGA exploits both the class
and domain manifold structures. Thus, our objective can be formulated as:130
min ‖PM (P>Xs)− PM (P>Xt)‖2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Marginal Distribution Adaptation
+ ‖PC(P>Xs)− PC(P>Xt)‖2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Conditional Distribution Adaptation
+
‖Dw(P>XS ,P>Xt)−Db(P>XS ,P>Xt)‖2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Multi−manifold Adaptation
+ Ω(P )︸ ︷︷ ︸
Regularization
(1)
where PM and PC denote the marginal distribution and conditional distribution, re-
spectively. Dw and Db denote the within-class distance and between-class distance,
respectively. P is the learned projection matrix which map the original data into the
latent space where the two domains are well aligned. Eq. (1) consists of four parts.
The first two are similar, they minimize the data distribution gaps between the source135
domain and the target domain. The third part aims to preserver the data discrimi-
nating ability, in other words, minimize the within-class distance and maximize the
between-class distance, by exploring the data multi-manifold structures. The last part
is a regularization. Now, we show how to formulate each part of Eq. (1) in detail.
3.3.1. Marginal Distribution Adaptation140
In order to minimize the marginal distribution gaps between P (Xs) and P (Xt), no
matter how many latent domains are involved, we globally consider both Xs and Xt
as two complete structures. Then, we adopt the empirical Maximum Mean Discrep-
ancy (MMD) [18, 6, 28] as the distance measure to compare different distributions. In
the learned subspace spanned by P, MMD between Xs and Xt can be computed as
follows:
MMD(Xs,Xt) =
∥∥∥∥ 1ns ns∑
i=1
P>xi − 1nt
ns+nt∑
j=ns+1
P>xj
∥∥∥∥2, (2)
where ns, nt are the total number of samples in Xs and Xt, respectively. Since
MMD(Xs,Xt) is the distance between the sample means of the source and target
data in the learned space, minimizing it means to minimize the marginal distribution
gaps. After some algebraical operations, minimizing Eq. (2) can be rewritten as the
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following equivalent equation:
min
P
MMD(Xs,Xt) = min
P
tr(P>XM0X>P), (3)
where M0 is the MMD matrix and it can be computed as follows:
(M0)ij =

1
nsns
, if xi,xj ∈ Xs
1
ntnt
, if xi,xj ∈ Xt
−1
nsnt
, otherwise
. (4)
3.3.2. Conditional Distribution Adaptation
It is worth noting that minimizing the marginal distribution gaps does not guarantee
that the conditional distribution gaps can also be minimized [13, 6]. To minimize the
conditional distribution gaps between P (ys|Xs) and P (yt|Xt), we deploy a similar
methodology, i.e., minimizing MMD. However, two issues will emerge when we try to
model the conditional MMD. The first one is that we need label information yt, but it is
unavailable in the unsupervised settings. To address this, we propose to use iteratively
updated pseudo labels [6, 29] to approximate yt. Specifically, we initial yt by Nearest
Neighbor Classifier (NNC) (other classifiers, e.g., Support Vector Machine (SVM) can
also be used) in the original space with ys as the reference, and update yt in the learned
new space each time when P is updated, i.e., classifying P>Xt by NNC with P>Xs
as reference. The second issue is that it is difficult to directly compute the posterior
probabilities P (ys|xs) and P (yt|xt). Since P (y|x) = P (yx)/P (x) = P (x|y) ∗
P (y)/P (x), there is a positive correlation between P (x|y) and P (y|x). It is obvious
that minimizing P (x|y) is equivalent to minimizing P (y|x). Thus, we resort to study
the class conditional distributions P (xs|ys) and P (xt|yt) instead. Specifically, we can
compute the MMD to measure the distance between the class conditional distributions
P (xs|ys = c) (c = 1, 2, · · · , C) and P (xt|yt = c) in the learned space as follows:
MMD(Xs,Xt|ys,yt) =
C∑
c=1
∥∥∥∥∥ 1n(c)s ∑
xi∈X(c)s
P>xi − 1
n
(c)
t
∑
xj∈X(c)t
P>xj
∥∥∥∥∥
2
,
(5)
where n(c)s and n(c)t are the number of source and target domain samples in class c,
respectively. Similar to the transformation between Eq. (2) and Eq. (3), minimizing
8
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Eq. (5) can be rewritten as the following equivalent equation in the form of matrix:
min
P
MMD(Xs,Xt|ys,yt) =
min
P
∑C
c=1 tr(P
>XMcX>P).
(6)
Correspondingly, the MMD matrix Mc can be calculated as follows:
(Mc)ij =

1
n
(c)
s n
(c)
s
, if xi,xj ∈ X(c)s
1
n
(c)
t n
(c)
t
, if xi,xj ∈ X(c)t
−1
n
(c)
s n
(c)
t
, if xi ∈ X(c)s/t,xj ∈ X(c)t/s
0 , otherwise
. (7)
3.3.3. Multi-manifold Adaptation
As we have stated before, multi-domain data are embedded in both class manifold
and domain manifold, the distance between two samples in different classes but from
the same domain can be shorter than the distance between two samples in the same145
class but from different domains[30, 31]. Thus, to maximize the discriminative ability
of the learned model, it is reasonable that we should not only encourage samples in
the same class but from different domains to stay close but also penalize samples in
different classes but from the same domain distant from each other in the process of
cross-domain transformation.150
Let G denotes a graph with n nodes, and each node corresponds to a sample in X.
We propose a novel graph structure by applying the following two criteria:
Criterion A: Put an edge between nodes i and j if xi∈X(cu,dv) (u=1, 2, · · · , C; v=
1, 2, · · · , D), xj ∈X(cu,dw) (w = 1, 2, · · · , D) and xj is one of the k nearest neigh-
bors of xi.155
Criterion B: Put an edge between nodes i and j if xi∈X(cu,dv) (u=1, 2, · · · , C; v=
1, 2, · · · , D), xj ∈ X(cw,dv) (w=1, 2, · · · , C and w 6=u) and xj is one of the k near-
est neighbors of xi.
Criterion A connects the sample pairs where the two nodes embedded in the same
class manifold but different domain manifolds, whist Criterion B connects the sample
pairs where the two nodes embedded in the same domain manifold but different class
9
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manifolds. We metric the weights between samples [19, 32] by the heat kernel method
shown as follows:
Wij =
exp(−
||xi−xj ||2
2σ2 ) , if xi and xj are connected
0 , otherwise
, (8)
In order to maximize the local discriminative ability, i.e., minimize within-class
sample distance and maximize between-class sample distance, we deploy the Fisher’s
discriminate ratio as follows:
min
P
∑
ij (P
>xi−P>xj)2Ww,ij∑
ij (P
>xi−P>xj)2Wb,ij = minP
tr(P>XLwX>P)
tr(P>XLbX>P)
(9)
where within-class and between-class weight matrices Ww and Wb are computed
by Eq. (8) according to the graphs constructed by Criterion A and B, respectively.160
L = D−W is the graph Laplacian [33] and D = ∑j Wij is a diagonal matrix. Our
model is also compliant to the single domain adaptation problems. Since Lb is not
applicable for the single scenarios, we only compute Lw in which xi and xj will be
connected if xj is one of the k nearest neighbors of xi. In other words, we exploit both
domain manifold and class manifold in multi-domain settings, while only exploit class165
manifold in single-domain settings.
3.3.4. Overall Formulation and Kernelization
CLGA exploits the benefits from both global distribution adaptation and local multi-
manifold adaptation, which leads to the CLGA objective function as incorporating
Eq. (3), Eq. (6) and Eq. (9) into a unified optimization problem. By further converting
the trace ratio problem in Eq. (9) as a trace difference problem [34], we formulate the
CLGA objective function as follows:
min
P>XHX>P=I
∑C
c=0
tr(P>XMcX>P)+
λtr(P>X(Lw − γLb)X>P) + β‖P‖2F ,
(10)
where H = I− 1n1 is the centering matrix, λ > 0, β > 0 and γ > 0 are balanced pa-
rameters. The constraint P>XHX>P = I brings three benefits here: 1) it preservers170
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the variance of the projected cross-domain data [6], 2) the orthogonal alike form leads
to a compact P and 3) it avoids trivial solutions, e.g., P = 0.
To use more moment information rather than only sample means information, in
practice, we map the original data to a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS)
by kernelization. Specifically, we introduce K = φ(X)>φ(X), where φ is a feature
mapping. In our implementation, we directly use the linear kernel and φ(X) = X.
Thus, the objective function can be rewritten as,
min
P>KHK>P=I
∑C
c=0
tr(P>KMcK>P)+
λtr(P>K(Lw − γLb)K>P) + β‖P‖2F ,
(11)
It is worth noting that although we use the linear kernel in our implementation, it is
optional for different applications and it can be implemented in many other ways, e.g.,
radial basis function kernel. For simplicity and without loss of generality, we still use175
Eq. (10) as our final objective in the optimization.
3.4. Problem Optimization
After some simple algebraic steps, Eq. (10) can be rewritten as the equivalent prob-
lem as follows:
min
P>XHX>P=I
tr(P>X(
∑C
c=0 Mc + λŁ)X
>P) + β‖P‖2F , (12)
where Ł = Lw − γLb. By introducing a Lagrange multiplier U, the Lagrangian func-
tion of Eq. (12) can be written as follows:
tr(P>(X(
∑C
c=0 Mc + λŁ)X
> + βI)P)
+tr((I−P>XHX>P)U).
(13)
To solve P, by taking the derivative of Eq. (13) w.r.t P, and setting the derivative
to zero, we get:
(X(
∑C
c=0 Mc + λŁ)X
> + βI)P = XHX>PU, (14)
then, P can be learned by solving the eigen-decomposition problem of Eq. (14). It
is worth noting that the Lagrange multiplier U = diag(u1, u2, · · · , uk), where ui is
11
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Algorithm 1. Coupled Local-Global Adaptation
Input: Sample sets Xs and Xt, label information of Xs,
balanced parameter λ, β and γ.
Output: Label information of Xt.
1. Predict the pseudo labels of Xt by NN classifier.
2. Construct the graph structure by Criterion A and Criterion B.
3. Compute W, D and Ł.
4. Compute MMD matrix M0 by Eq. (4).
Repeat
5. Optimize P by solving the eigen-decomposition problem Eq. (14).
6. Update the pseudo labels of Xt in the learn space spanned by P.
7. Reconstruct the graph structure, and update Ł.
8. Compute MMD matrix
∑C
c=1Mc by Eq. (7).
until Convergence
9. Project both Xt and Xs to the learned space by P, that is P>Xt and P>Xs.
Classify Xt in the space by NN classifier, and Xs is used as reference.
the i−th smallest eigenvalue of Eq. (14). Thus, P and U can be directly learned from180
Eq. (14). Compared with approaches which needs to optimize multiple variables [12],
our method is much more concise.
Note that, we use pseudo labels of the target dataset to adapt the conditional distri-
butions and construct nearest neighbor graphs. The initialization of the pseudo labels
is not accurate enough. To get the ground truth labels as close as possible, we deploy185
an iteratively refine strategy as detailed in Algorithm 1. CLGA is easy to be extended
to semi-supervised settings, what we need to do is just changing the corresponding
pseudo labels with real ones.
3.4.1. Computational Complexity
The computational cost of Algorithm 1 is composed of three major parts as follows:190
- The optimization of eigen-problem in step 5.
- The construction of the graph structure in step 7.
12
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- The computation of MMD matrix in step 8.
Generally, in terms of the big O notation, the eigen-decomposition costs O(dm2),
the construction of the graph structure costs O(n2) and the computation of MMD ma-195
trix costs O(Cn2). Suppose Algorithm 1 will be converged in T iterations, the overall
computational costs of Algorithm 1 would be O(T (dm2 + (C + 1)n2)).
4. Experiments
In this section, we evaluate our algorithm on two widely used computer vision
benchmarks. We mainly compare our algorithm with three widely cited multi-source
domain adaptations methods, including Hoffman’s [14], Gong’s [15] and Low-Rank
Exemplar-SVMs (LRE-SVMs) [20]. In particular, both Hoffman’s and Gong’s are
evaluated in two modes. Geodestic Flow Kernel (GFK) [4] is used as a representative
of single domain adaptation methods that mix multiple domains as single one to handle
multi-source scenarios. We also compare CLGA with several well-known single do-
main adaptation approaches, such as GFK, Transfer Component Analysis (TCA) [28],
Transfer Subspace Learning (TSL) [35] and Joint Distribution Adaptation (JDA) [6].
Since we use 1-Nearest Neighbor approach as the final classifier (NNC) , we also com-
pare our method with NNC, where we use Xs as reference to classify Xt in the original
data space. All of the reported results are the classification accuracy on the target do-
main, which is also widely used in literature [4] and [6]:
accuracy =
|x : x ∈ Xt ∧ y¯t = yt|
|x : x ∈ Xt|
(15)
where y¯t is the predicted label of the target dataset by each approach, and yt is the real
label vector.200
4.1. Data Description
Amazon, Caltech-256, DSLR, and Webcam (4 datasets Domain Adaptation, 4DA)
is the most popular benchmark in the field of domain adaptation. 4DA experimental
setting was firstly introduced in [4], which is an extension of 3DA benchmark intro-
duced in [36]. 3DA includes object categories from Amazon (A, images downloaded205
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from amazon.com), DSLR (D, high-resolution images by a digital SLR camera) and
Webcam (W, low-resolution images by a web camera). A, D and W are three different
domains, and each domain consists of 31 categories, e.g., monitor, keyboard and lap-
top. 4,652 images are contained in 3DA. 4DA contains an additional domain, Caltech-
256 (C) [37], which has 30,607 images and 256 categories. Some of the selected210
samples from 4DA are shown in Fig. 2. The configuration of 4DA in our experiment
is the same with [6]. 10 common classes to all four datasets are selected. There are 8
to 151 samples per category per domain, and 2,533 images in total. Furthermore, 800-
dimensional SURF features and 4096-dimensional DeCAF6 [38] features are extracted
as our low-level input, which are further normalized to unit vectors.215
CMU PIE dataset [39] includes 41,368 images of 68 person, and each individual
has different poses, different illumination conditions, and with different expressions.
For the sake of fairness, we choose the most widely used five poses distributed in [40],
i.e., C05, C07, C09, C27 and C29, to build the main dataset for our experiments. All
face images were converted to gray-scale, cropped, and resized to 32×32 pixels. Some220
samples from CMU PIE are shown in Fig. 2. Since each pose in the dataset naturally
corresponds to a domain, we design several different kinds of evaluations, e.g., only
single domain in target data and multiple domains in target data.
4.2. Implementation Details and Experimental Results
It is worth noting that cross-validation is not available in the unsupervised fashion225
(no labeled target samples are available). Thus, we set the hyper-parameters in our
model by searching a specific range. For simplicity and generality, we use a common
set of parameter settings for CLGA. Specifically, we empirically set λ = 1.2, β = 1
and γ = 1 by searching a wide range [0.001,100]. The dimensionality of the learned
subspace is set to 60, and the number of neighbors is set to 5. For single source adap-230
tation, the nearest neighbor graph is learned in an unsupervised manner. The reported
results of CLGA are the accuracy of 5th iteration on each evaluation. For compared
methods, we report the available results reported in their papers and the best ones we
can achieve by running their codes.
For 4DA, in the single source settings, two different datasets are randomly selected235
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Caltech-256 Amazon DSLR Webcam CMU PIE
Figure 2: Some selected samples from Caltech-256, Amazon, DSLR, Webcam and CMU PIE.
as the source domain and the target domain, respectively, thus leading to 4 × 3 = 12
evaluations. The recognition results of single adaptation are reported in Table 2. In
additional, to demonstrate the statistical significance between CLGA and the state-of-
the-art method JDA, we perform a significance test, i.e, McNemar’s test, and report
the p-value with a significance level of 0.05 in the last column of Table 2. In the240
multi-source evaluations, more than one dataset are randomly selected as the source
dataset, and the target dataset consists of the others. The evaluation results of multi-
source adaptation with SURF features and DeCFA6 features are reported in Table 4
and Table 5, respectively.
For CMU PIE, we use the similar protocol with 4DA. Since there are five poses245
in the dataset, 5 × 4 = 20 evaluations are performed in the single source domain
adaptation setting. The recognition results of single adaptation are reported in Table 3.
In the multi-source domain adaptation evaluations, more than one pose are randomly
selected as the source dataset, and the target dataset consists of the remainder. The
evaluation results of multi-source adaptation are reported in Table 6.250
In the multi-source domain adaptation evaluations, we also report the results of
NNC and GFK in Table 4 and Table 6. For both of them, data from multiple domains
are mixed together. Note that, Hoffman et al. [14] and Gong et al. [15] discover the
latent domains by their own algorithms. Although the discovered domains by them-
selves are not exactly the same with original ones, they perform better on their own255
domains. Therefore, we evaluate [14] and [15] using exactly the same settings detailed
in their papers. Following the protocols of [15], we also deploy two multiple-source
15
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Table 2: Accuracy (%) of single source domain adaptation on 4DA. Specifically, the last column shows the
statistically significant test, i.e., p−value, between JDA and CLGA.
Xs Xt NNC TCA GFK TSL JDA CLGA p−value
C
A 23.70 38.70 41.05 45.25 44.78 48.02 0.0138
W 25.76 39.06 40.68 33.37 41.69 42.37 0.0708
D 25.48 41.44 38.81 44.15 45.22 49.04 0.0021
A
C 26.00 37.36 40.28 37.51 39.36 42.30 0.0195
W 29.83 37.67 39.00 34.49 37.97 41.36 0.0115
D 25.48 33.32 36.35 27.81 39.49 36.31 0.0245
W
C 10.95 29.30 30.73 28.97 31.17 32.95 0.0435
A 14.82 30.05 29.76 30.15 32.78 34.57 0.0371
D 24.20 87.29 80.83 86.57 89.17 92.36 0.0178
D
C 10.60 31.81 30.28 28.49 31.52 33.66 0.0269
W 31.53 86.13 75.59 83.75 89.49 89.83 0.0826
A 11.69 32.29 32.06 29.06 33.09 35.99 0.0211
Avg. 21.67 43.70 42.95 42.46 46.31 48.23 0.0309
domain adaptation methods for [14] and [15]. The first one is Ensemble: adapting each
source domain to the target domain and combine the adaptation results in the form of
combining multiple classifiers. The second one is Matching: comparing the marginal260
distribution of the source domains and the target domains and selects the single source
domain that has the smallest difference to the target domain to adapt.
4.2.1. Discussions
From the experimental results, several observations can be drawn as follows:
1) Transfer learning methods generally perform much better than non-transfer ones,265
which means transfer learning, or domain adaptation, is valuable for real world appli-
cations.
2) The accuracy of multi-domain adaptation is generally better than single one,
which reflects that multiple sources are beneficial for the discriminative ability of
learned model. It is reasonable since different domains of the same object embed dif-270
ferent properties of the object observed from different perspectives. Multiple domains
can represent one object more accurately than one domain.
16
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Table 3: Accuracy (%) of single source domain adaptation on CMU PIE.
Xs Xt NNC TCA GFK TSL JDA CLGA
C05
C07 26.09 40.76 26.15 44.08 58.81 67.83
C09 26.59 41.79 27.27 47.49 54.23 63.85
C27 30.67 59.63 31.15 62.78 84.50 88.95
C29 11.69 29.35 17.59 36.15 49.75 61.76
C07
C05 24.49 61.81 25.24 46.28 57.62 71.40
C09 46.63 51.47 47.37 57.60 62.93 72.98
C27 54.07 64.73 54.25 71.43 75.82 86.24
C29 26.53 33.70 27.08 35.66 39.89 51.23
C09
C05 21.37 34.69 21.82 36.94 50.96 70.17
C07 41.01 47.70 43.16 47.02 57.95 73.48
C27 46.53 56.23 46.41 59.45 68.45 89.31
C29 26.23 33.15 26.78 36.34 39.95 55.51
C27
C05 32.95 55.64 34.24 63.66 80.58 89.56
C07 62.68 67.83 62.92 72.68 82.63 92.94
C09 73.22 75.86 73.35 83.52 87.25 93.08
C29 37.19 40.26 37.38 44.79 54.66 71.63
C29
C05 18.49 26.98 20.35 33.28 46.46 57.68
C07 24.19 29.90 24.62 34.13 42.05 55.43
C09 28.31 29.90 28.49 36.58 53.31 58.03
C27 31.24 33.64 31.33 38.75 57.01 71.85
Avg. 34.51 45.75 35.35 49.43 60.24 72.15
Table 4: Recognition results (%) of multi-source domain adaptation on 4DA using SURF features. H and G
refer to Hoffman’s and Gong’s, respectively.
Source A,C D,W C,D,W C,D A,W
Target D,W A,C A A C,D Avg .
NN 31.19 26.43 25.26 24.32 32.58 27.96
GFK 38.72 34.02 40.40 39.67 44.61 39.48
H (Ensemble) 31.71 34.45 38.87 36.52 38.05 35.92
H (Matching) 39.62 34.01 34.63 37.15 41.26 37.33
G (Ensemble) 38.69 35.82 42.81 41.79 40.21 39.86
G (Matching) 42.62 35.53 47.43 43.56 45.97 43.02
LRE-SVMs 43.15 35.96 46.79 44.21 45.63 43.15
CLGA 44.69 38.44 49.06 44.43 47.42 44.81
17
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Table 5: Recognition results (%) of multi-source domain adaptation on 4DA using DeCAF6 features. H and
G refer to Hoffman’s and Gong’s, respectively.
Source A,C D,W C,D,W C,D A,W
Target D,W A,C A A C,D Avg .
NN 78.15 72.06 85.37 81.83 82.04 79.89
GFK 82.73 76.58 90.91 86.11 86.83 84.63
H (Ensemble) 76.23 68.06 76.45 74.29 76.52 74.31
H (Matching) 80.25 74.36 78.56 75.15 78.67 77.40
G (Ensemble) 83.04 77.26 90.15 88.34 89.83 85.72
G (Matching) 84.51 79.33 90.65 86.21 88.37 85.81
LRE-SVMs 85.21 81.67 91.35 89.54 90.26 87.61
CLGA 87.42 84.59 92.87 91.65 91.06 89.52
Table 6: Recognition results (%) of multi-source domain adaptation on CMU PIE. H and G refer to Hoff-
man’s and Gong’s, respectively.
Source C05,07,09 C05,27,29 C07,09,27 C07,09,27,29
Target C27,29 C07,09 C05,29 C05 Avg.
NN 65.35 72.98 53.26 64.23 63.95
GFK 60.03 69.03 47.99 61.49 59.63
H (Ensemble) 68.53 73.62 58.27 70.21 67.65
H (Matching) 71.25 73.14 63.56 72.89 70.21
G (Ensemble) 74.34 75.65 67.52 78.32 73.95
G (Matching) 75.25 79.31 72.19 83.91 77.66
LRE-SVMs 72.67 78.25 74.25 81.36 76.63
CLGA 82.60 84.64 77.46 87.73 83.11
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Figure 3: Parameters sensitivity. (a)(b)(c) show the adaptation results with different values of λ, β and k
(number of neighbors), respectively. If one parameter is used for testing, the others are set as λ = 1.2,
β = 1, γ = 1 and k = 5. Limited by space, we did not show the sensitivity of γ any more. (d) shows
the adaptation results of different iterations, it also reflects the convergence of our algorithm since CLGA
achieves steady results when it is converged.
3) CLGA outperforms G(Matching) , because G only considers to minimize the
marginal distribution, whist CLGA takes care of both the marginal and conditional
distributions.275
4) Although JDA jointly adapts both the marginal and conditional distributions, it
ignores the multi-manifold structures embedded in data samples. That is the reason
why CLGA outperforms JDA.
5) Since the performance improvement of CLGA against JDA in Table 2 is marginal,
we further perform a statistical test, McNemar’s test, to demonstrate the significance280
of our approach. It can be seen that our approach is statistically significant in 10 out of
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12 evaluations with the significance level of 0.05.
6) CLGA wins its competitors in both multi-source and single source domain adap-
tation tasks. It even gets ahead of the best baseline JDA with up to 11.91% improve-
ment in average on CMU PIE. Actually, CLGA performs better on almost all evalua-285
tions of different datasets with various features, therefore, the formulation of CLGA is
sound, and it can achieve good generalization capability across different domains.
7) An interesting observation is that the Matching method generally works better
than Ensemble one. In fact, multiple domains can also exert negative effects on the clas-
sification compared with the single source domain which has the smallest difference.290
Thus, negative transfer [3] is more difficult to be avoided in multi-domain transfer. The
negative transfer can also explain why GFK performs worse than NNC on the CMU
PIE dataset. However, CLGA encourages samples in the same class but from different
domains to stay close, and penalizes samples in different classes but from the same
domain distant from each other in the process of transformation, which leads to par-295
ticularly compact class-clusters in the learned subspace and mitigates negative transfer
from wrong classes.
8) The experimental results on DeCAF6 features (reported in Table 5) is dramat-
ically better than the results on SURF features (reported in Table 4). The reason is
that DeCAF feature is a better representation than SURF feature. Specifically, DeCAF300
not only provides better within category clustering, but also clusters same category in-
stances across domains. This indicates qualitatively that DeCAF removed some of the
domain bias between the different domains [38]. For a straightforward understanding,
one can refer to Fig. 5 in [38] to see a visualization of the Webcam and DSLR do-
mains using the SURF features and DeCAF6. Nevertheless, transfer learning methods305
perform better than non-transfer ones no matter which feature is tested.
9) Fig. 3(a)(b)(c) show the parameters sensitivity of our method. It can be seen that
CLGA is robust with different values of λ and β when they are chosen from [0.1, 10].
Fig. 3(d) shows that our algorithm converges very fast, usually within about 5-round
iterations. Fig. 3(d) also shows that using pseudo labels in a coarse-to-fine strategy is a310
practical technology for unsupervised learning.
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5. Conclusion
This paper considers both the adaptation ability from a global transfer view and
the discriminative ability from a local multi-manifold perspective for multi-source do-
main adaptation. Extensive experiments have demonstrated the effectiveness of our315
approach. Since multi-domain data are embedded in both class and domain manifolds,
in our future work, we will exploit automatic discovery of latent domains from the
dataset by multi-manifold clustering, and incorporate it into CLGA.
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